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KITC FM 106.5
Announces new La Pine Radio Station
By T. Myers

When Bill Scally, a long time radio personality started KITC FM radio located in Gilchrist, he had no idea how
important it would be to the area. By the time Tony DeBone struck a deal to put a remote station in La Pine, interest
in the station and listenership was growing steadily. Before long the La Pine Radio Roughnecks were on the air with
different local shows several times each week and now, Bill Scally has announced plans to open a La Pine Radio station
this spring (not a remote, but a real station!)
Scally explained, “We are waiting for the permits to come through to build the station here and put up the necessary FCC
antennae. As soon as we get the permits, we will begin and La Pine will have a voice of its own!”

In the meantime, tune into the station at 106.5 FM on your dial. The shows from La Pine and any others are also archived
on the net, replayed so another audience has an opportunity to hear them and the station is a real example of public radio.
You can advertise on the station for minimal donations to the public radio station funding. The advertisements run by the
day, week, and month or however you want to set them up. You can contact Bill Scally, owner, at his website: Bill@kitcfm.
com for information about shows, advertising rates and suggestions for local shows, coverage for events and news for the
area. In the meantime go online and stream a few show, tune in to the dial and take a listen to classic tunes and local news.
KITC FM radio is broadcasting for locals and they are always looking for hosts for new shows. It is your opportunity to
tune in to the area and support a great communication source!
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